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DT Logistics is one of the fastest 
growing professional regional 
logistics companies in East Africa.
Over the past 4 years, we've invested in People, Processes, Policies and 
Ultra-modern European and Japanese trucks. Our team's obsession 
with finding solutions to logistics challenges has contributed 
significantly to our growth.
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Our goal is to be the most reliable
logistics company in East Africa.
We make sure that our clients receive their 
cargo on time, intact. We have invested in 
top-of-the-range equipment and talent 
to ensure that we delight our customers.
– Managing Director, Isaac Nsereko. 
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OUR JOURNEY
DT Logistics was incorporated on 26th May, 2017. We have 
since grown to become a significant player in the road freight 
services in East Africa.

We move an average of over 200 containers every month, 
predominantly between Kampala and Mombasa. Our 
investment in top talent, robust processes and technology 
has served us well so far.

Special appreciation to our customers, staff, and partners
for the trust, hard work, and support.

Isaac Nsereko
Founder and Managing Director
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OUR BOARD

Samuel Sejjaaka
Board Chairman

"If you don't make 
mistakes, you are not 
even trying." Samuel 
Sejjaaka's life 
philosophy has gotten 
him far. He's a financial 
consultant with over 25 
years of experience in 
public finance 
management. He's a 
founder of one of the 
largest indigenous 
Ugandan audit firms - 
Sejjaaka Kaawaase & 
Co.

Charles Hamya
Director

Charles Hamya is an 
entrepreneur and 
accomplished senior 
business executive.
He brings with him a 
wealth of experience in 
new products and 
market development.
He currently serves as 
the Executive Director of 
HCH Financial Services 
Limited.

Paul Sine Claude
Director

Sine Paul Claude is a 
high performance 
results-driven 
individual with 
extensive experience 
from British American 
Tobacco worldwide 
(Uganda, Kenya, 
Nigeria and Turkey) and 
PMTS Limited, the 
second largest 
distributor for Bharti 
Airtel in Uganda. He 
currently sits on the 
Board of PMTS limited.

Isaac Nsereko
Managing Director

Isaac Nsereko is a 
trail blazer when it 
comes to positive 
change. During his 
time at MTN, he led 
the transformation 
from a product-led to 
segment-led 
marketing approach. 
He is the founder and 
Managing Director of 
DT Logistics.

Eve Araduha
Director

Eve Araduha has over 
14 years' experience 
with MTN in Digital 
Products & Services 
Development among 
many other notable 
skills. She is the Senior 
Manager responsible 
for  client relations & 
IT project delivery.

Richard Obonyo
Company  Secretary

Richard Caesar Obonyo is 
an Advocate of the Courts 
of Judicature with 18 
years of experience. He 
holds a Masters degree in 
law and a postgraduate 
diploma in legal practice. 
Richard is currently the 
Managing Partner of 
KSMO Advocates and 
heads the Corporate and 
Commercial Services 
Department.

Esther Nandera 
Bwaku
Director

Esther is a passionate 
Human Capital 
Practitioner with 16 years 
of experience in leading 
Human Capital Employee 
engagement projects. She 
is a committed and 
innovative individual who 
seamlessly translates 
business vision into value. 
Esther is currently 
working as the Manager 
for HR shared services at 
Post Bank.
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Isaac Nsereko
Founder and
Managing Director

An experienced executive 
with background in Banking, 
Technology and Healthcare. 

Isaac holds an MBA from the 
Bradford School of 
Management and a 
Bachelor’s Degree of 
Pharmacy from Makerere 
University. He is also a 
member of the Chartered 
Institute of Marketing,
United Kingdom. 

Henry Kimuli
Chief Finance Officer

He worked at SPEDAG 
Rwanda as a Finance & 
Administration Manager. 
He has close to 20 years’ 
experience in logistics, 
finance and 
administration.

He is a holder of a BBA 
Accounting and post 
graduate diploma in 
financial management.

Victor Baguma
Head of QHSE - Quality, 
Health, Safety and 
Environment consultant

Victor has more than 20 
years work experience in 
the QHSE sector of 
transporting.

Having worked as a HSE 
Advisor and Facilities 
Manager at Schlumberger 
Oil Field Services 
Sub-Saharan Africa region, 
he is an experienced 
professional in the field of 
health and safety.

Eng Henry 
Ssebanakitta.
Head of Maintenance

He has over 7 years 
experience in workshop
management. He holds 
a Bachelor’s Degree in 
Mechanical Engineering. 

Flavia Babirye
General Manager

She brings over four 
years of logistics 
experience to the 
company.

An experienced 
entrepreneur, Flavia 
also worked in the office 
cleaning service sector.

Mercy 
Ekyakunzire
Finance Manager

She is an experienced 
finance and accounting 
professional. She holds 
a Bachelor’s Degree of 
Commerce and a CPA.

MANAGEMENT

Logistics is a 
complex sector 
which needs 
expertise and 
experience. 

Thankfully, we 
pay extreme 
attention to 
talent.



VALUE PROPOSITION

We deliver faster
than anyone else.
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While at it, we fuse professionalism 
with an experienced team to deliver 
faster and efficiently. During that 
process, we give customers daily 
status updates.

Now, with border-to-border 
transportation, anything can happen 
(theft, accidents, damaged goods). 
This is why we have goods in 
transit insurance to protect 
our clients’ goods. 

HOW WE DO IT

We understand that technology is the lifeblood of the 
world today. This is why we have invested in the newest 
trucking technology. Our modern trucks have the most 
advanced fuel-efficient technology which enables us 
to not only spend less on fuel, but deliver faster. 

We minimise the risk of loss of goods 
through the following measures.

• No driving at night policy
• Robust maintenance program
• Improved technology
• Employing experienced drivers
• A good journey management plan

www.dtlogistics.co.ug
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OUR CLIENTS
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 Oslo, 2021-06-24 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Håkon Rem 
Nemko AS, Certification Department 

 First time issued 
Expires 

2021-06-24 
2024-06-24 

       

  
Nemko AS, Philip Pedersens vei 11, P.O. Box 91, 1325 Lysaker, Norway - Enterprise Number NO974404532    

 

 

 Number  801295    

 C E R T I F I C A T E  

 

 DT Logistics Ltd.  
UAP Business Park, Plot 3-5, Old Mutual Building 
Kampala, Uganda 
 

 

 
has implemented and maintains a Quality Management System which fulfills 
Nemko’s provisions for Management System Certification and the 
requirements of the following standard 

 

 ISO 9001:2015 
with the scope described by the organization, 2020-12-02   
 
The certificate covers the following activities: 
 

 

 

Logistics services and transport   
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CERTIFICATE 

Nemko AS has issued an IQNet recognized certificate that the organization: 

DT Logistics Ltd.                                                              
UAP Business Park, Plot 3-5, Old Mutual Building 

 Kampala, Uganda 
 

has implemented and maintains a 
Quality Management System 

 
for the following scope: 

Logistics services and transport                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                         

which fulfils the requirements of the following standard 

ISO 9001:2015                                                                                                                                                                                            
Issued on: 2021-06-24                                                                                                   

Validity date: 2024-06-24 
This attestation is directly linked to the IQNet Partner’s original certificate and shall not be 

used as a stand-alone document 
 

Registration Number: NO-801295 
  

 
Alex Stoichitoiu               

President of IQNet 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Håkon Rem 
Nemko AS  

 

 

IQNet Partners*: 
AENOR Spain  AFNOR Certification France   APCER Portugal  CCC Cyprus  CISQ Italy 

 CQC China  CQM China  CQS Czech Republic  Cro Cert Croatia  DQS Holding GmbH Germany  EAGLE Certification Group USA 
FCAV Brazil FONDONORMA Venezuela ICONTEC Colombia   Inspecta Sertifiointi Oy Finland  INTECO Costa Rica 

 IRAM Argentina  JQA Japan  KFQ Korea  MIRTEC Greece  MSZT Hungary  Nemko AS Norway  NSAI Ireland   
NYCE-SIGE México  PCBC Poland  Quality Austria Austria  RR Russia  SII Israel  SIQ Slovenia   

SIRIM QAS International Malaysia  SQS Switzerland  SRAC Romania  TEST St Petersburg Russia  TSE Turkey  YUQS Serbia 
 

* The list of IQNet partners is valid at the time of issue of this certificate. Updated information is available under www.iqnet-certification.com 
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OUR PROCESS
We follow simple and efficient steps in order
to deliver our clients’ cargo.

IMPORTS

EXPORTS

1. The client expresses interest
2. A quote is issued
3. A contract is made
4. The client hands over all necessary documentation
5. A Journey management plan is made
6. Trucks are then booked
7. Trucks collect goods and the journey commences
8. Daily status reports are sent
9. Trucks offloaded at destination
10. Finally, the truck goes to the workshop for inspection
11. Trucks are released to start a new trip

1. The client expresses interest
2. A contract is made
3. The client hands over all necessary documentation
          to facilitate the clearing of goods
4. The vessel is booked
5. An empty container is collected
6. A journey management plan is made
7. Trucks collect goods and the journey begins
8. Truck hands over cargo to the port authority
9. Cargo is then weighed to confirm that good still intact
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OUR SERVICES

We provide industry-leading and game-changing 
transport solutions.
 
We book vessels for export, process necessary 
documentation and confirm receipt of goods to 
both import and export destinations. 
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Export

From your doorstep, we take care of 
your export cargo. We move cargo 
mostly. Our process is pretty short 
and smooth; we make sure your 
cargo reaches Mombasa within
3 days. Along the way, you will 
receive daily status reports on 
the progress of your shipment.

Import

We understand that seamless 
delivery of your goods can benefit 
your business. This is why our fleet 
of well-serviced long-haul trucks 
and experienced drivers will ensure 
that your cargo moves faster and 
safely. We also cover an extensive 
network within Uganda.

Clearing
 
Our customs clearance partners 
understand diverse customs’ 
regulations. We ensure a timely 
border crossing of cargo without 
unnecessary administrative burden 
or delays. We partner with RI 
Distributors in Uganda (for export 
and import clearance) and Mitchell 
Cotts Freights Kenya Ltd (for 
clearance at Mombasa Port). Our 
partners take care of all the legal 
documentation formalities. 

OUR PRICING
In business, the end goal is to make 
profits. We have this at the back of 
our minds. That’s why, we offer 
competitive prices for our services.

As for import and export, our rates 
are fixed irrespective of the type of 
cargo we are moving. However, 
there is a difference in rates for 
containers. We have a fleet of 
long-haul trucks which consists 
of Mercedes-Benz Actross trucks, 
Renault trucks and UD trucks, all 
ready to transport your cargo.

DT | logistics 16
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OUR DRIVERS

To drive us towards our goals, we have highly-trained
and experienced drivers. Some of our most experienced
drivers include;

LUMU ISMAIL

He joined DT Logistics
on 6th August, 2019, 
with 34 years of 
driving experience.

MUMBI VERONICA

She joined DT Logistics on
20th November, 2019, with 
6 years of experience.

SAFARI EDWARD

He joined DT Logistics
on 6th August, 2019, with
6 years of experience.

KIKULWE HASSAN

He joined DT Logistics
on 22nd May, 2019, with
5 years of experience.
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DT LOGISTICS – CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
Susan Gidudu
Procurement Officer
– Crown Beverages Ltd

‘’We started working with DT Logistics 
in 2017. And from all the time we have 
worked with them as our 
transportation partners, we have 
loved them because they are very 
flexible. They understand when 
circumstances change and if there is 
an emergency, they will quickly come 
in to fix it.

They are honest and will tell you when 
a situation is out of hand so you can 
plan and manage it appropriately. In 
such instances, the Managing Director 
himself will come through to make 
sure you get a solution as though he is 
just a normal worker.

Our very best moment was when we 
had a shipment of six containers 
coming from Mombasa. I couldn’t 
believe the time they made from 
Mombasa to Kampala – 2 days. That’s 
why I said they understand and are 
very flexible when you tell them about 
a shipment that is top priority.’’

Michael Kifunye
Logistics and Shipping 
Manager
– Olam Uganda

“For the one year we have worked 
with DT Logistics, I can’t complain 
about the services they offer us as a 
company. Their trucks are always 
readily available when needed and 
their team in clearing does a very 
good job. It was hard working from 
home during the COVID-19 lockdown 
but they always delivered.

Their transit time from Mombasa to 
Malaba is very impressive and since 
we started working together, there 
has been no accident and no incident 
of theft. I would 100% recommend it 
for anyone who is shipping cargo
from Mombasa to Kampala.‘’

Sharon Asiimwe
Shipping Manager
– Export Trading Group

‘’DT Logistics’ processes are very 
efficient. We have worked with them 
for one year now and we have had no 
issues at all. I would recommend it to 
everyone who is exporting cargo 
because of their efficiency in making 
deliveries to Mombasa and the 
proficiency of their clearing Agents.
“DT Logistics are fast in terms of 
meeting deadlines.‘’

Emmans Pirworth
Operations Manager
– RI Distributors.
‘’The HR is qualified and strives to be 
better every day by learning from each 
other. It is a fast-growing transport 
company which grows with its human 
resource.”

www.dtlogistics.co.ug
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QUALITY, HEALTH,
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT
As we transport your cargo, we ensure it is kept secure so 
that it can reach its destination safely. 

As part of our driving policy, our drivers are not allowed, 
for any reason, to drive at night. We also draw journey 
management plans before a truck sets off with your cargo 
to account for weather changes, road security, unexpected 
happenings, driver status etc. Before a truck sets off, we 
conduct pre-trip mechanical inspections, load checks 
and assess the conditions of the truck and the driver 
to make sure both are fit to deliver your cargo.

                                                                                        



NairobiNtoroko

Padea

Juba

Kampala

Kigali

Mombasa
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Block A, 3rd Floor, Nakawa Business Park.
Plot 3-5 New Port Bell Road, Kampala, Uganda.
Phone: +256-392000331/+256-772212900.
Email us on: info@dtlogistics.co.ug
           isaacn@dtlogistics.co.ug

OUR CONTACTS
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Pushing the boundaries of logistics requires a proven methodology. That’s why we require our clients to provide all necessary 
documentation at least 3 days prior to the truck’s departure. They must also abide by all import and export laws for both countries 
through which goods are transported (weight restrictions, banned goods, etc). 


